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The Main Message

“[..] banks on average make unsubstantiated claims
about their climate agenda, i.e., environmental
statements that do not reflect their lending strategies
across brown and green sectors.”



Brief Overview

Data and methodology:

▶ Measure Environmental Disclosures: the ratio of
environmental-information-related keywords to the
total number of words in bank reports (→
HighEnvRepb,t)

▶ Browni,c,t: industries that rank in the upper quintile for
GHG emissions relative to the industry’s value added
(country-year level)

▶ Use loan-level data on European borrowers
(Anacredit)



Brief Overview

Results:

▶ At the loan level: Browni,c,t + HighEnvRepb,t = Larger
Loans

▶ At the bank level: Browni,c,t + HighEnvRepb,t = Larger
Credit Share

▶ These effects are due to pre-existing relationships with
“zombie” brown borrowers



Main Comments

1. Interpretation of the results: Is this Greenwashing?
1.1 Measurement Issues
1.2 Estimation Results

2. Mechanism: What Explains ESG Talk?

3. Broader Considerations



Measurement #1: On and Off Balance Sheet
Commitments

In banks’ reports, Sustainable Finance goals are usually
set on 3 levels

▶ Direct Loans (On Balance Sheet)
▶ AUM (via their Asset Management branch, Off

Balance Sheet)
▶ Origination (via green bonds, Off Balance Sheet)
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Measurement #1: On and Off Balance Sheet
Commitments

▶ Different banks can use different levers to achieve
sustainable goals (depending on their comparative
advantage)

▶ Genuine “green intentions” may not imply more
direct lending to green firms.
For example, a “green” bank may
▶ Lend directly to small green firms
▶ Provide or facilitate market lending for large green

firms

▶ This may be consistent with your results.. but is it
greenwashing?
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Measurement #2: Robustness

“Green Talk” is measured by keywords: Just noise?
Buzzwords may be used to confuse investors, or to
elaborate on vague future goals (instead of actual
quantifiable results or objectives)
▶ Validation: the level of Environmental Disclosures

positively correlates with various ESG scores

▶ (This begs the question: should we question these
“professional” ESG ratings?)

▶ Robustness:
▶ In most specifications you use variation in

HighEnvRepb,t over time WITHIN BANK ( i.e., with bank
fixed-effects µb)

▶ Does bank-level variation in your proxy also correlate
with changes in ESG scores?
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Loan Level Results

Loan amountf ,b,i,c,t = α +β1
(
Browni,c,t ×HighEnvRepb,t

)
+

β2HighEnvRepb,t + γXb,t +δi,c,t +µb + εf ,b,i,c,t
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Loan Level Results

Can smaller non-brown new loans be compatible with
genuine “green intentions”?

▶ Younger firms (in any sector) may be more
“environmentally conscious”
▶ These firms are smaller → smaller average loan size
▶ ..and perhaps riskier → staging or risk sharing among

lenders

▶ Larger/Older green firms can be supported with
market lending (another pillar of sustainable finance)

→ Add firm level controls?
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Bank Level Results

Credit Shareb,i,c,t = α +β1
(
Browni,c,t ×HighEnvRepb,t

)
+

β2HighEnvRepb,t + γXb,t +δi,t +vc,t +µb + εf ,b,i,c,t

Key result: β̂1 ∼ 1%

How about Greeni,c,t×HighEnvRepb,t ?
Your results may be compatible with genuine “green
intentions” if Brown ↑ Green ↑ (“White” ↓↓ )

▶ HighEnvRepb,t ↑ ⇒ constraint on Green Share
▶ But if Green is riskier/less profitable than Brown ⇒

Brown ↑ “White” ↓↓
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Bank Level Results

What happens when we include/exclude 2020?



Mechanism: What Explains ESG Rethoric?

▶ False statements can be costly (reputation,
litigation..).
Who are banks trying to impress?

▶ Policy makers/ Regulators?
▶ Central banks can easily call the bluff (as this paper

shows)

▶ Stakeholders?
▶ Customers/Employees
▶ Investors
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Are banks reacting to fund flows into ESG portfolios? Does
emphasis on environment depend on

▶ Listing status
▶ Equity holdings of institutional funds
▶ Active/Passive funds

To close the circle:
▶ Banks with poor performance try to support stock

prices with greenwashing
▶ Greenwashing ⇔ Zombie Lending
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Mechanism: What Explains ESG Rethoric?

Does rethoric change with ESG flows reversal?



Final Remarks

Bank credit as the vehicle for green economic policies

▶ Legal basis for credit rationing to legitimate firms?
Lessons from “Operation Chokepoint” (see Sachdeva
et al., 2023)

▶ Unintended consequences of green credit:
▶ Brown firms may resort to different (unregulated)

lenders: shadow-brown-banking?
▶ Higher cost of capital: more consolidation and market

power in brown industries?
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Minor Comments

▶ Firm fixed effects (Table 3 column 1): how much
variation is there across years in industry emission
rankings?

▶ What if you used ESG ratings instead of your measure
of disclosures?

▶ Zombie firms: can you use credit registry data to
identify them?


